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Helping Clients Cultivate  
Emotional Intelligence

By Mel Burt-Gracik

Envision 
the fol-
lowing 

scenario: Sally 
is between 
back-to-back 
meetings, run-
ning to her 

office to grab a folder, thinking 
through the new tasks on her list 
after the last meeting and what 
she needs to do to prepare for the 
next one. As she rounds the cor-
ner, she sees her colleague, Fred, 
walking down the corridor. Sally 
darts into an adjoining hallway 

without even thinking about it. 
She simply doesn’t have time 
today and so her gut reaction to 
Fred is to avoid him. Now Fred is 
an affable co-worker, but he can’t 
seem to read subtle, or even direct 
clues that, “Sally just can’t talk 
about the TPS Reports right now.” 
If Sally bumps into him, she’s set-
ting herself up for a lengthy dis-
cussion she simply doesn’t have 
time for. The question is: How can 
Sally and Fred use Emotional 
Intelligence to work together more 
productively?

What is Emotional Intelligence?
According to TalentSmart, a pre-

mier provider of emotional intelli-
gence (EQ), 58% of job 
performance is attributable to emo-
tional intelligence. Whether a per-
son’s EQ is high or low, more than 
half of an individual’s performance 
is positively or negatively impacted 
by emotional intelligence.

Psychologists Peter Salovey and 
John Mayer created the concept of 
emotional intelligence. They 
define it as, “the accurate appraisal 
and expression of emotion in one-
self and in others, the effective 
regulation of emotion in self and 
others, and the use of feelings to 

motivate, plan, and achieve in 
one’s life.”

In other words, do you under-
stand your own emotions and those 
of the people around you? Are you 
able to identify the source of your 
emotions and of those of others? 
Can you use emotional information 
to make productive choices?
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Bullying Expert Releases New Title

According to CareerBuilder, 
35% of employees feel bul-
lied at work but half of them 

don’t report the bullying or stand up 
for themselves. Why is this? What 
can be done about it? Noted bullying 
expert Catherine Mattice supplies 
answers in her new book, Seeking 
Civility: How Leaders, Managers & 
EAR can Create a Workplace Free of 
Bullying. Chapters include:

• What Bullying Is;
• Why Bullying Happens; and
• 10 Steps to Civility.

The author even offers a template 
for a healthy workplace policy.

Seeking Civility will provide 
advice to any supervisor, manager, 

HR or EA professional, business 
owner, consultant, CEO, or anyone 
else interested in ending bullying 
in their workplace. Seeking Civility 
is written from the author’s own 
experiences as a consultant. Her 
goal is to help readers understand 
what bullying is and the steps 
needed to effectively eradicate it.

Catherine Mattice, MA, SPHR, 
SHRM, SCP, is also the co-author 
of BACK OFF! Your Kick-Ass 
Guide to Ending Bullying at Work, 
along with co-author E.G. 
Sebastian. Ken Blanchard, a well-
known leadership and management 
expert, called it, “the most compre-
hensive and valuable handbook on 
the topic” in his book foreword. 

Marketing Matters

Not All Social Media is the Same

Not all social media networks 
are created equal. Certain 
brands find that the social 

networks offering the strongest 
returns are not necessarily the same 
ones with the highest value for other 
companies, reports the Content 
Standard weekly newsletter.

When it comes to social media, 
marketing departments can get 
overly consumed with volume at 
the expense of efficiency. But suc-
cessful marketing, like so many 
elements in running a successful 
business, is built around being eco-
nomical. You set a marketing bud-
get and optimize various campaigns 
to make the most of those funds.

The same is true for social 
media marketing strategies. The 
social landscape is maturing, and 
it’s easier now than several years 
ago to see what these platforms 
offer and how they are unique 
from one another. For the most 
part, social networks are becom-
ing increasingly segmented, with 
certain populations and demo-
graphics gravitating to one social 
network over another.

For instance, LinkedIn tends 
to be very successful for business 
and other professional audiences, 
which is a big part of why The 
Economist found so much suc-
cess by funneling its efforts 

there. Pinterest, conversely, is a 
female-dominated platform: 45 
percent of all female internet 
users in the U.S. are on Pinterest, 
compared to just 17 percent of 
men. Instagram’s active user 
base skews young people: 59 
percent of the 18- to 29-year-old 
crowd use Instagram, compared 
to just 33 percent of users ages 
30 to 49.

Since most marketers lack the 
luxury of endless time and bot-
tomless marketing budgets, the 
smart move is understanding your 
priorities and putting your effort 
into the channels offering the 
greatest reward. 
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IQ and EQ Differ
Unlike IQ, which tends to be 

fairly fixed throughout life, EQ is 
fluid and can increase by practicing 
new behaviors. This is a good thing 
too, as your job may depend on it! 
A prominent study highlighted in 
The New York Times found that 
between 1980 and 2012, jobs with 
high social skill requirements grew 
by nearly 10 percentage points as a 
share of the U.S. labor force.

Helping Clients Enhance their EQ
As an EA professional, you 

have likely found yourself helping 
clients like Sally who either need 
support navigating how to work 
with a colleague with lower emo-
tional intelligence OR who, like 
Fred, are suffering some of the 
consequences of lower EQ and 
could benefit from growing their 
EQ. The following sections 
describe some basic tips to help 
your clients enhance their emo-
tional intelligence.

v Teach clients to use the 
“3:1” Positivity Ratio. Positive 

emotions feel good, yet at the end 
of the day, if we interacted with a 
colleague 10 times and 5 of those 
interactions were positive, 4 neu-
tral, and 1 negative, what would 
we likely think about on the drive 
home? The unpleasant interaction 
of course! According to psycholo-
gist Dr. Rick Hanson, this is due 
to our negativity bias. Our brains 
are really good at remembering 
and holding onto the bad and 
pretty terrible at doing the same 
for the positive.

To combat this tendency, I rec-
ommend trying UNC psychology 
Professor Barbara Fredrickson’s 
Positivity Ratio of 3 positive expe-
riences to every 1 that is negative. 
Let’s say your client, we’ll call 
him “Bill,” struggles with negative 
self-talk. Have Bill start catching 
himself making negative state-
ments and then stating three posi-
tive things that are also true. For 
example, Bill is running late to a 
meeting and he beats himself up 
for always being late. Bill might 
say, “I was on time to two other 
meetings today, and the meeting 
prior to this one I was five minutes 
early. Yesterday, I even paid a bill 
early!” This practice will help 
enhance the EQ components of 
self-worth and optimism.

Check out Dr. Fredrickson’s 
free positivity ratio assessment to 
help clients track their positivity 
ratio over time. It’s at https://www.
positivityratio.com. (Editor’s 
note: See also this month’s Brown 
Bagger insert.)

v Help clients increase their 
“emotional vocabulary.” On a 
cloudy day, unpleasant emotions 
can feel like a shroud of gray, dis-
mal energy. “I feel bad.” How 
many of us have used a term like 
this to describe a similar feeling? 
Unfortunately, “bad” isn’t really 
an emotion and until we know 

what emotions we are having and 
their potential cause, it is hard to 
take action to eradicate them.

This is where an individual’s 
emotional vocabulary comes into 
play. A key component of emotional 
intelligence is emotional self-aware-
ness or the ability to understand the 
nuanced series of emotions you 
may be experiencing, the root cause 
of each of them, and how your 
emotions affect you and others.  
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“A key component 
of emotional intelli-
gence is emotional 
self-awareness or 

the ability to under-
stand the nuanced 
series of emotions 
you may be experi-

encing, the root 
cause of each of 

them, and how your 
emotions affect you 

and others.”
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In the News

CGP Publishes Annual Trends Report

Chestnut Global Partners 
(CGP), a provider of cultural-
ly-aware employee assistance 

and wellness programs to companies 
worldwide, recently announced com-
pletion of its annual trends report, 
which identifies the four leading 
developments shaping the EAP and 
wellness industries in 2017.

The report is based on utiliza-
tion patterns among CGP’s user 
base, and a survey of its customers 
to gain insights and perspectives 
on the coming year. 

The four trends cited:

• requests for EAP support due 
to anxiety are on the rise;

• top 3 industry needs;
• procurement is increasingly 

involved in EAP purchasing 
decisions; and

• EAP ROI analyses are becom-
ing more “CFO-friendly.”

“With each 
passing year our 
trends report is 
greeted with more 
anticipation, which 
we believe reflects 
the increasing rele-
vance of EAP and 
the interest among 
providers and pur-
chases around the 
globe in new ideas 
that maximize the 
value of these programs,” said 
Todd Donalson, CGP’s Director of 
Training and Consultation, and the 
lead author of the report.

“This year’s report revealed 
several fascinating insights into 
the way EAP is deployed, evalu-
ated, purchased, and utilized,” 
Donalson added. “We trust that 
the trends we identified and ana-
lyzed give organizations fresh 

ideas on leveraging EAP to better 
meet the needs of their employees 
and customers.” 

Editor’s note: EAR will run an 
in-depth, two-part article in 
future issues of this newsletter.

For more information about 
Chestnut Global Partners, check out 
www.chestnutglobalpartners.org.

This was designed to offer greater 
flexibility for the employee benefit 
plan, offering employees more 
options and choices.

If you need more convincing 
(really?), according to the press 
release, in 2012, 122,900 finance, 
insurance and real estate profession-
als required mental health care in 
Canada. Of them, nearly 18% of 
them had unmet mental health needs.

Not only will Manulife’s move 
likely result in happier, more pro-
ductive employees, if more compa-
nies jump on board, the access of 

improved treatment of mental health 
could boost the Canadian economy.

According to estimates by The 
Conference Board of Canada, 
improved treatment of depression 
among employed Canadians could 
potentially boost Canada’s econ-
omy by up to $32.3 billion a year.

Furthermore, improved treatment 
of anxiety could boost the economy 
by up to $17.3 billion a year.

Summary
Manulife’s progressive mental 

health strategy hasn’t gone  

unnoticed; in 2016, the company 
received silver certifications for 
Mental Health in the Workplace 
and Healthy Workplace from 
Excellence Canada.

This is a great start and all 
companies should be looking at 
some sort of mental health initia-
tive going forward. 

Dr. Warren Shepell, is a pioneer in Em-
ployee Assistance Programs (EAPs) and 
founder of Warren Shepell Consultants and 
Warren Shepell - The EAP Professionals.

Making... cont’d from Page 6
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Editor’s Notebook
tips for how EQ can address inter-
personal problems in which 
employees seek help from an 
EAP. After all, in many cases, it 
isn’t that one person is “right” and 
the other is “wrong.” Rather, the 
issue, whatever it is, often stems 
more from the individuals not 
understanding each other. 
According to the author, helping 
employees grow their emotional 
intelligence can go a long way 
toward promoting understanding 
and enhancing communication in 
the workplace. Isn’t that what 
EAPs are about? 

For even greater understanding 
of EQ, I encourage readers to also 
check out this month’s Brown 
Bagger insert. Until next time. 

Mike Jacquart, Editor
(715) 445-4386

madjac@tds.net

The concept of 
emotional intelli-
gence, or EQ, has 
become a hot 
topic in recent 
years, especially 

in regards to how it affects 
today’s workforce.

Why is this important to EA 
professionals? Since businesses 
are run by people, it stands to 
reason that something that plays 
such an important role in how 
people think will also impact the 
workplace. In fact, research 
points to emotional intelligence 
as the crucial element that sepa-
rates star performers from the 
rest of the pack. Emotional 
intelligence, or EQ, “affects 
how we manage behavior, navi-
gate social complexities, and 
make personal decisions that 
achieve positive results.”

In this month’s cover story, 
board-certified coach Mel Burt-
Gracik provides solution-focused 

Just like how a wine steward can 
taste distinct flavors, so someone 
high in this aspect of EQ can sense 
the subtlety between joy, happiness, 
or elation.

To help “Bill” increase his emo-
tional vocabulary, provide a list of 
feelings and begin each session by 
tuning into the emotions that he 
experienced in the past hour. What 
happened that caused these feel-
ings? As your session continues, 
regularly check in by asking Bill 
to identify the emotions he felt as 
real-time examples come up. 

v Recognize that an increased 
EQ promotes empathy. Once Bill 
has a better grasp of his own emo-
tional landscape, he is better 
equipped to understand the emotions 
of other people. When Bill struggles 
with a challenging colleague or per-
son in his home life, ask him to 
think through what the other person 
might be feeling and needing.

Paint a picture of empathy with 
even greater depth by asking him 
what else might be going on in the 
other person’s life that could be 
contributing to their emotional 
landscape. Lastly, practice com-
passion by walking Bill through 
wishing that other person well.

Summary
Back to Fred, the colleague I 

mentioned at the beginning of this 
article. Sally takes a deep breath, 
straightens herself up, closes her 
eyes, and prepares to face Fred. 
She’s been working on the EQ ele-
ments of assertiveness and social 
responsibility and decides to con-
tribute to Fred’s growth (not to 
mention her own) by sharing 
directly how she is feeling:

“Hi Fred, so good to see you 
today. I really wish I could chat 
right now. I’m feeling a bit stressed 
as I’m in-between meetings and 
stretched for time at the moment. 

Would it be okay if I emailed  
you about the TPS Reports in  
the morning?”

Regardless of whether the client 
is Sally, Fred, Bill, or anyone else, 
enhancing emotional intelligence can 
promote greater interaction and pro-
ductivity in any workplace. Give it a 
try with your own clients and see the 
difference that EQ can make. 

Mel Burt-Gracik, M.A., M.Div., is a 
board-certified coach who is also certi-
fied in Emotional Intelligence (EQ-i & 
EQ360), StrengthsFinder, and the Myers-
Briggs Type Indicator. Through her 
company, Flourish, she helps businesses, 
teams, and individuals build work 
cultures focused on strengths in order 
to increase productivity and maximize 
individual self-management. For  
a list of references used in this article  
or other information, contact her at 
mel@flourishforyou.com.

Emotional cont’d from Page 2

Quick Ideas

Tips for Increasing 
Utilization

Employee assistance programs 
generally have utilization rates in 
the single digits. If this is your EAP, 
you may want to consider offering 
the following services:

• Identity theft protection;
• Eldercare;
• Childcare; and
• Wellness coaching.

EAP providers that offer ser-
vices like these are seeing much 
higher employee usage, accord-
ing to Employee Benefit 
Adviser. 

On the Job

Making a Bigger Dent  
in Mental Health Benefits

By Warren Shepell

Being a pioneer in EAPs 
and an advocate of real 
and lasting treatment (8 

-15 sessions), rather than a “feel-
good Band-Aid” that many EAPs 
offer today (1-3 sessions, with 
some exceptions), I was thrilled to 
see Manulife take mental health 
treatment seriously, and offer 
more than generous reimburse-
ment for mental health treatment 
by professionals. An article posted 
on Notable.ca noted that Manulife 
increased its mental health bene-
fits by tenfold.

A Major Step Forward
Manulife has taken a major step 

forward when it comes to mental 
health support – and it’s one that 
other companies should also adopt.

Under Manulife’s redesigned 
benefits plan, the company’s 
employees will receive a mental 
health support benefit of up to 
$10,000 per person per year, includ-
ing family members. These benefits, 
which became available January 1, 
2017, are fully paid by Manulife.

The move is a pretty big deal, 
as it represents among the highest 
mental health benefits offered by 
Canadian employers. Under 
Manulife’s previous benefit plan, 
employees could claim up to 
$1,000 per year depending on the 
level of benefits they chose for 
any combination of professional 
services, including mental health.

Making a Bigger Dent
But anyone who’s ever sought 

mental health help knows that 

those dollars don’t 
even make a dent in 
things like therapy 
bills. According to 
the Canadian Mental 
Health Association, 
an estimated one in 
five Canadians will 
experience a mental 
illness in their life-
time. Some mental 
health issues can be 
crippling, resulting 
in potentially major 
consequences when 
it comes to the 
workplace.

According to a 
company press 
release, mental 
health claims repre-
sent 35% of all 
short-term disability claims, and 
44% of all long-term disability 
claims for Manulife employees.

“By enhancing benefits that 
support the health and wealth of 
our employees and their families, 
we are investing in our greatest 
resource – our people,” said 
Stephani Kingsmill, Executive 
Vice President, Human Resources, 
Manulife. “We know that early 
detection of mental health issues 
and minimizing the impact through 
treatment can make a big differ-
ence in a person’s life.”

That’s why Manulife decided to 
increase mental health benefits by 
10 times the previous amount. Ten 
times. The necessity to do so was 
the result of a comprehensive 
review of its employee benefits 
program using competitive bench-
marking, a best practice analysis, 

and employee focus groups. The 
review made it glaringly obvious 
that it was important to Manulife 
employees to receive increased 
mental health support.

“The costs of seeing a mental 
health professional can prevent 
people from seeking support,” 
Kingsmill stated. “With these 
enhanced benefits, we’ve removed 
the financial barrier for our 
employees to access long-term 
mental health support when and 
how they need it.”

Employers, Take Note
How did they do it? Employers, 

you may want to take note.
In order to meet the need for 

mental health support, Manulife 
separated the benefit for mental 
health practitioners from other 
practitioners like physiotherapists. 

continued on Page 7
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HR Corner

Just What IS That Smell Anyway?
By Kelly Rissky

As a consultation specialist, 
I talk to managers, super-
visors, and Human 

Resources professionals every day 
about concerns in their workplac-
es. I never know what the caller 
on the other end of the phone is 
going to call about and just when 
I feel like I’ve heard every sce-
nario in the book, I’ll hear some-
thing new. It keeps my job 
exciting, no doubt!

Sometimes, people call with 
scenarios that are uncomfortable to 
talk about. As a manager or super-
visor, you’ve probably experienced 
this and if you haven’t yet, you 
probably will. So, what am I talk-
ing about? Have you ever had 
employees or customers complain 
about an employee’s personal 
hygiene? This could mean some-
one with bad breath, flatulence, 
unpleasant body odor, looking un-
showered or unkempt in appear-
ance, and so on.

If you have experienced this 
problem as a manager or supervi-
sor, you know you need to deal 
with it but, ugh, it’s such a diffi-
cult and uncomfortable topic to 
address. I will present some ideas 
to help you with an issue like 
this…and it’s not going to be as 
bad as you think!

v Verify for yourself that the 
problem really exists – on a few 
different occasions.

v Meet with the employee in a 
private area. Let the employee 
know your concerns in a direct, 
yet sensitive way.

v Be specific. The employee 
may not be aware of the problem. 

Here’s an example, “Mary, it has 
come to my attention that your 
body odor has been impacting oth-
ers around you.” Discuss the need 
for the employee to address this 
concern and be clear about your 
expectations. If you have a com-
pany policy on the topic, I suggest 
reviewing it with the employee 
and give him/her a copy of it.

v Establish a timeline for  
resolution.

v Offer your assistance. “Is 
there anything you need from me 
to help you address this?” The 
employee could say that the prob-
lem is a result of a medical condi-
tion. If that’s the case, be prepared 
to ask the employee to provide 
verification from a physician.

v Set up a follow-up meeting a 
week or so later to provide feed-
back, highlight successes or 
inquire about steps the employee 
has taken to address the problem.

v Be sure to document the 
steps you’ve taken to address this.

I hope this article has been 
helpful. Good luck. And you know 
what? Once you’ve had a conver-
sation like this one, you will feel 
more prepared for other difficult 
conversations. 

Kelly joined Empathia in 2005 as an 
EAP Counselor, then became a Consulta-
tion Specialist in 2008. Kelly consults 
with employers regarding any and all 
workplace concerns. Kelly has a bach-
elor’s in Human Services and a master’s 
in Educational Psychology from the 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. She 
is also a Certified Employee Assistance 
Professional (CEAP).

*Specific LifeMatters® services vary from 
company to company, so please speak to 
your company benefits representative or 
call LifeMatters to determine the specific 
services that are available to you.

On the Job

Being a Type B can be  
a GOOD Thing: Part I

By Travis Bradberry

Nobel Prize winner Edith 
Wharton once said, 
“There are two ways of 

spreading light: to be the candle 
or the mirror that reflects it.” 
This is an amazingly accurate 
description of the difference 
between Type A and Type B per-
sonalities. Type A personalities 
are the candles—and they’re 
usually burning at both ends. 
Type B personalities, on the 
other hand, put out every bit as 
much light; they just don’t get as 
much recognition for it. 

Type B: Just a Label
Type Bs don’t have all of that 

sparkle and sizzle that attract 
everyone’s attention. Since Type 
Bs aren’t as in your face about 
their contributions, they have a 
tendency to get mislabeled as 
lazy or indifferent.

That bias goes all the way 
back to the origin of the Type A/
Type B personality paradigm, in 
the waiting room of a couple of 
cardiologists. The doctors 
noticed that their chairs didn’t 
have wear on the backs as 
expected; it was only visible on 
the front edge of the seats and 
the armrests, which suggested 
that patients were literally wait-
ing on the edge of their seats, 
ready to jump up the second their 
names were called.

The cardiologists—Doctors 
Friedman and Rosenman—
wanted to find out if impatient 
people were more prone to heart 
disease. They discovered that 

their hunch was 
correct, and they 
labeled these 
impatient individ-
uals “Type A.” 
“Type B” was 
simply a label 
they assigned to 
anyone who 
wasn’t Type A. 

It’s as if Type 
Bs lack the distin-
guishing charac-
teristics that drive 
them to be suc-
cessful. Type Bs, 
however, know that this couldn’t 
be further from the truth. The 
very traits that people assume are 
the products of laziness or indif-
ference are distinct personality 
characteristics that help Type Bs 
to achieve and prosper. 

Refuting Misconceptions
Unlike Type As, Type Bs 

don’t feel like they have to be 
perfect, which means they are 
OK with recognizing and admit-
ting their weaknesses. This 
acknowledgment equips them to 
shore up those weaknesses. Type 
Bs are also easier to get along 
with, as they tend to be support-
ive rather than rushing, pushing, 
and criticizing others. 

Type Bs don’t jump to conclu-
sions. Since they’re not in a con-
stant rush, they take the time to 
analyze all the facts instead of hur-
rying their analysis just to reach a 
decision. Type Bs also won’t keep 
beating a dead horse. Whereas 
Type As can become obsessed 
with making their chosen strategy 

work, Type Bs easily switch gears 
when it becomes obvious some-
thing isn’t working. 

In a nutshell, Type B personali-
ties deserve a lot more credit than 
they get. To fully grasp what it 
means to be Type B, you need to 
hear it from the horse’s mouth. 
Don’t take my word for it—let’s 
see what they have to say:

v We’re not lazy; we’re just 
laid-back. Just because our goals 
aren’t pulsating like strobe lights 
on our foreheads doesn’t mean 
we don’t have any. We have 
goals, and we care about them 
just as much as you care about 
yours. But we see achieving 
those goals as a journey, not a 
sprint. We may stop and smell 
the proverbial roses along the 
way, but we still stay focused on 
where we’re going and what we 
need to do to get there. 

NEXT MONTH: Travis Bradberry 
presents more insights into people 
with Type B personalities.
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